Here Isn’t The News

Christopher Spivey

It had been my plan to carry on writing about the Tunisian false flag after I had published yesterday’s update on the ‘who mugged who’ article yesterday.

But like always, the best laid plans and all that jazz came into play, after I received a whole host of emails from you, all passing on the response to your complaints made to the HCPC in regard to Clayton.

Course, the Social Workers governing body’s response is an absolute disgrace and I fully intend to address the matter, which amounts to nothing more than a blatant ‘cover up’ once I have finished this article… Which shouldn’t take me too long to write.

Now the reason that I am writing this article is because there has been so much bollocks published by the Chimp today (26/3/15), that my conscience would play havoc with my thoughts if I didn’t address the Monkey shite.

So let’s start with what I wrote in yesterday’s article ‘Mugged some more’, in regard to the German plane crash FF:

Course, these hoaxes – which again is probably the wrong word
to use in regard to the plane crash – are now coming so thick and fast that I just cannot keep up with them.

Moreover, this latest bullshit – like the Tunisian bullshit – is a real international effort, although I haven’t heard of any Brits being involved yet.

Then again, there were none involved in the Tunisian trickery until the Cunt Cameron had a major sulk and with that being the case, the scriptwriters did a quick rewrite on the day after the hoax was staged in order to incorporate two of our fellow countrymen and put a smile back on his face.

Therefore, don’t be surprised if a couple of Brits were on-board the German plane, come the morning. Source

And low & behold, we now have the following old bollocks come to light:

The British baby who was the youngest victim of the Alps plane crash has been pictured for the first time – being cuddled by his mother who also died in the tragedy.

Little Julian Pracz-Bandres, who was just seven months old, was flying back from Spain with his mother, Marina Bandres, when the disaster unfolded. Source

OH NO A BRITISH BAYBEEE… Let’s all have a totally OTT, unnatural outpouring of grief, despite the fact that our government and their sick fuck ‘friends’ are raping and killing Baybeee’s & toddlers on a regular basis.

And that is not forgetting the thousands upon thousands of baybeee’s that have died/are dying/will die/have been horribly maimed/will be horribly maimed as a direct consequence of the British government’s action/inaction in countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria and Gaza.

There were also another two British deaths involved – unlike the Tunisian bollocks which was only allocated two belated
deaths – with one of the other plane crash victims being a... Drumroll please... A student.

The other two British victims of the crash have been named as Wolverhampton businessman and father-of-two Martyn Matthews, 50, and Paul Bramley, a 28-year-old student from Hull who was studying in Switzerland. Source

Fuck me that [doesn’t] make a change.

And whilst I haven’t had time to look at all the reports, I did notice that the crash is being allocated to the suicidal co-pilot – wasn’t one of the Asian Pacific crashes blamed on a suicidal pilot? – with the panicking Captain and his staff unable to gain access to the appropriately named cockpit?

Honest to Dog, these are meant to be the international scriptwriters yet they are just as transparent as the national scriptwriters – who couldn’t pen real life situations if their lives depended on it.

And apparently, the reason that Captain Withered-leggs couldn’t get in was because of... Drumroll please... Wait for it, wait for it... The new type of lock that all planes had installed on cock-pit doors following the 911 fanny:

The co-pilot blamed for deliberately crashing a passenger jet with 150 people on board into the Alps used post-9/11 safety mechanisms to carry out his plan.

Andreas Guenter Lubitz, 28, waited for his captain, Patrick Sondenheimer to leave the flight deck and go to the toilet before commanding the Airbus A-320 to descend.

Once out of the cockpit, the door locked automatically, in response to the 9/11 hijacks. Source

Fuck me, we were even treated to a diagram of the lock and a photo of a Cockless-Pit door to try and give the total bollocks credibility.
You see, it doesn’t matter two fucks how tough the [not very tough at all] Cocky-pit doors are. It is what they are fastened to that counts and in the case of Cockall-pits, that is a lightweight partition fastened at either end to Aluminium.

In fact, if mid flight you said to your average man that if you don’t get into the cockrot-pit in the next few minutes you and your lovely family are going to die, I would wager that they would be in the pilots seat in two shakes of a donkey’s tail.

The other big news is that One Direction’s, Inzayn Malik has left the group – that is the last we will here of him then.

However, despite the insanity of the announcement being MASSIVE news, I find that one of the many articles given over to the knob-ed celeb is about the expected rise in fans “self harming”:

Fans wasted no time in taking to Twitter to share their hysterical reactions to Zayn Malik leaving One Direction.

Fans were imploring their idol to change to his mind, while some compared his departure to a death and one distraught fan even insisting her world had ‘stopped turning’.

The news sparked more than 4,600 tweets a minute on Twitter, with a disturbing self-harm hashtag trending worldwide as teenagers posted pictures of their slashed arms, and encouraged others to follow suit. Source

And if that is not proof of how wrongly kids are being programmed to think and feel these days, then I am fucked if I know what is.

Indeed, the only good thing about the article is that it is in the Chimp which I would imagine goes relatively unread by those young people who have been allowed to become so needy
and shallow that the departure of a good looking fella with an extremely common talent for being able to hold a tune, splitting up with his bandmates has left them prone to cutting deep lines into their bodies.

And with that being the case, the article will not be able to influence anymore silly little girls into doing so.

Or am I alone in thinking that the very fact that there are "helplines" and "centres" specifically set up for young people to talk through crisissisisisisis such as this is Inzane?

Fuck me, these trainee mindless morons should be made to spend two weeks in Gaza – which I am in fact sure that the singer would agree with – after which, I would think that they wouldn’t give Inzane Girlylookingboy another fucking thought.
Indeed, the slogan: *Society isn’t broken, it was designed this way – springs to mind.*

Next up from the Monkey Nutz is an article that carries the following headline:

*The ages that define a man’s life: His fertility starts falling at just 22, he is most likely to cheat at 49 – but stops looking sexy four years later* Source

Now in regard to male fertility; that Chimp statistic is probably somewhere near correct because ever since the mid 1990’s there has been an alarming decrease in male fertility.

Before that, men were known to be able to father children almost until they were having the coffin lid nailed down.

Likewise, just as alarming is the rise in testicular cancer.

Course, in general “scientists” blame “modern lifestyles” or anything other than the real reason for the decline... AKA the government agenda for population reduction.

Indeed, I would imagine that the following report is getting somewhere near the truth:

*A worrying trend has been observed in the developed world for the last several decades, male fertility is decreasing. A recent publication from researchers at the University of Lyon, Saint Etienne and Keele claims that they have identified a source of this decline. The study suggests high levels of aluminium are a cause of reduced male fertility.*

*High levels of aluminium have been considered a danger to health for years due to its oxidative and mutagenic properties. Many animal studies have shown a link between high levels of aluminium and reduced sperm count. However this study is ground-breaking as it is the first to comprehensively show a link between aluminium and the health of human sperm. The study measured semen samples from 62 men and found a*
significant link between high aluminium concentration and reduced sperm count.

Thanks to a westernised life style many humans are exposed to high levels of aluminium. Aluminium is found in a huge variety of things from the preservatives in your ready meal, the antiperspirant you wear daily and the polluted air you breathe. Reducing your exposure is tricky as there are so many possible sources. Source

Now I tend to leave Chemtrails to others and as such I am far from an expert. However, I believe that I am right in saying that tests have found that chemtrails have a large Aluminium content.

Yet instead of looking into the cause for men’s fertility declining, the shit-rag is happy to report their statistic as if it is perfectly normal... It isn’t.

As for the other half of the headline:"he is most likely to cheat at 49 – but stops looking sexy four years later"... That is just about me fucked then.

Moving on swiftly and Russell Brand has been voted the world’s fourth greatest thinker... Beam me up Scotty Dog:

*Russell Brand has been voted as the world’s fourth greatest thinker by readers of intellectual magazine Prospect.* Source

If that is the case, I hardly think that “Prospect” magazine can be classed as intellectual!

The article continues:

*The comedian-turned-anarchist has beaten the likes of Nobel peace prize winner Henry Kissinger.*

Now, whilst Kissinger may be a much better thinker than Wussell, the inhumane monster should have been hung years ago and I would guess that the master of genocide made the list
only because of the mind-controlling PR put out by the Zionist media in regard to the Solidified, evil, streak of piss.

And of course, the results having been derived from mind-controlled and/or misinformed voters does not qualify the list as being credible.

Hence the winner was Tom Piketty – a French economist, whose job description should tell you all that you need to know about peoples cock-eyed view of great thinkers.

As for Wussell?

Well he either dodges your periodical calls for him to talk to me because:

(A) His thinking isn’t ‘all that’, or

(B) His ego is so big that he deems himself too grand to do so

Neither of which qualifies him as being a “great thinker”.

And staying on the theme of the elite’s useful idiots, I see that the media created social critic, Kate Hopkins – today’s answer to Nasty Nina Myskow – has been manipulating public thinking once again.
She looks a bit like Gorilla Parker Horseface as it happens.

Nevertheless, when Kate Hopkins has a pop at someone, the half baked British public are wired to leap to the defence of her target – who today happens to be the elitist planned, worlds answer to Mother Theresa, Angelina Jolie.

Course, Mother Theresa was far from the saint that she was purported to be and anyone who believes that Jolie is a humanitarian is on a par with anyone who thinks Russell brand is going to lead the revolution… Brand actually reminds me of Wolfie Smith… Only Brand is far more sinister.
Anyway, to get back on track the following is what Hopkins is reported to have been saying about Ange:

Katie Hopkins has sparked an online backlash for calling Angelina Jolie ‘smug’ after she revealed she underwent preventative surgery for cancer.

The controversial columnist posted a message on Twitter when the Hollywood star, who is married to Brad Pitt, revealed she had surgery to remove her ovaries and Fallopian tubes due to a second health scare.

As thousands of people took to Twitter in support of the 39-year-old mother-of-six, Ms Hopkins wrote on the social media site: ‘Angelina Jolie. Smug doesn’t even come close. Curating her organs to maximise life expectancy. What’s next fag ash lil? Your lungs?’ Source

Now, whilst I agree in principle with what Hopkins says, anyone who thinks that Angie Baby is intentionally – or unintentionally for that matter – losing parts of her body at a right old rate of knots is deluded enough to think that the
cockpit door of an aeroplane is on a par with the Bank of England vaults, Russell Brand is going to lead the revolution, Zayn Malik is God, Mother Teresa gave a fuck and Doctor Kissinger is everyone’s favourite uncle.

Indeed, I thought that it was a gross insult to people’s intelligence when Jolie had a very well publicised double mastectomy to combat the risk of her developing breast cancer, without showing the world the results.

After all, if she is going to be this inspirational role model for those unable to think for themselves, then the least she could do is show the consequences of her actions.

"I can tell my children that they don't need to fear they will lose me to breast cancer."

Angeline Jolie

However, tellingly Hopkins does not question whether or not Jolie is as good as her word, and instead just takes it as read that Jolie is only half the woman that she used to be… Bless her little cotton socks.
As for the ‘totally made up article of the day’, that honour goes to a story about a mechanic carrying out an MOT on a Merc:

A mechanic carrying out a standard MOT test on a Mercedes smashed it through a garage wall after accidentally stepping on the accelerator.

The silver E-Class car had been in the garage for its annual test at Cherry’s MOT Centre in Chesterfield, Derbyshire, when the incident happened.

The unnamed owner was sitting in the waiting area when he heard an ‘almighty bang’ and ran out to see his pride and joy lodged in the wall.

The car was halfway through the wall surrounded by bricks and debris from the smash.

The MOT tester is thought to have pressed the accelerator not realising the automatic car had been left in drive.

The Mercedes now needs a new front end – and the garage was left in need of a bricklayer. Source

Shall we have some photos?

Of course we shall.
I should also just point out that if that is in fact the inner skin of bricks on view, then why has he/they wasted his time pointing them?

And the shadow of the bricks underneath the tower is bollocks since the tower would need to be close enough to the wall for him to work.

Moreover, the akroe closest to the fella does not line up parallel with the wall and is far too far away to get the tower close enough in for him to work comfortably.

Indeed, the fact that the photo is taken in such a way as to make it so hard to work out what is what is extremely suspect in its self.

Course, quite how you leave an automatic car in drive is anyones guess. Mine will actually move forward in drive without applying the accelerator. But there ya go.

Certainly, that car in the photo did not go through that wall.

And finally, let’s have a story that most certainly is not
bollocks.

Indeed, I am quite amazed that the Chimp was allowed to run the story at all.

In fact, the only reason that I can think of for them doing so, is to test the public’s reaction.

You see, the story is about a woman who has not had her youngest two children vaccinated and they are far healthier than her older six.

Mind you, I cannot think for the life of me who the youngest boy looks like *innocent face
Nevertheless, the story is not ridiculing the woman or reporting on her in a derogatory way... Very, very fucking strange.
Anyway, I will leave you with it to see what you think:

When I first became a Mum, I never questioned getting my children vaccinated. It was just what you did when you have children – you do what your doctor tells you, because they know best.

My husband and I had never been told that there could be any adverse reactions, only a bit of redness and swelling at the injection site. So as each of our six eldest children got progressively sicker after each vaccination, we never made that connection.

Out of our six vaccinated children, our 16, 12 and 10-year-old have moderate to severe Autism, our 25-year-old has ADHD, our 14-year-old has a severe language disorder, and our 20-year-old has severe mood swings.

They also suffered from chronic ear infections, bronchiolitis, asthma, eczema, psoriasis, urinary infections, gastrointestinal and autoimmune disorders, allergies, chemical sensitivities and intolerances.

We tried genetic testing to look for answers, but no reason was found for our children’s afflictions. So I started looking for answers on my own. I read books, went to seminars, read all the scientific studies I could get my hands on and that’s when I discovered that our family was not the only one.

There were many other families suffering from the same issues as ours.

This realization led us to not vaccinate our five and eight-year-old old and they have thrived because of it. Out of all their siblings they should have been the most susceptible to genetic problems considering that I was in my late thirties when I had them and was overweight.

Yet our two youngest never had to suffer through the many
illnesses that their brothers and sisters did.

Not because they had never been exposed to illness because like all preschool and school children, they had been. But they had a resilience that had been taken from their siblings.

They have never had or needed an antibiotic in their lives, but more importantly they had none of their sibling’s disorders.

This was an especially bitter sweet realisation for me, as I looked at them and realised just how much my other children had lost because of me.

I had to come to terms with the fact that my ignorance about what I allowed to be put in to my children’s bodies had caused at least two (possibly three) of my children to NEVER be able to have the chance to be independent, fall in love and have a family. That when I die, they face the possibility of living with strangers who don’t love them the way they deserve to be loved. 
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